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CIRCUS EDUCATIONAL TRANSCRIPT: EPISODE 08: CONSERVATION OF 

MOMENTUM 

 

 

TIMECODE: AUDIO: 

00:00:02 STEVE SMITH: 

 This is a one ring European style circus.  You’re watching 

people do amazing feats 20 feet in front of you.   

00:00:20 MAX BINDER: 

 You want to talk about talent, the Rodeon troupe is 

amazing.   

00:00:24 GUILLAUME DUFRESNOY: 

 I love that act.  She’s a fantastic acrobat.  

00:00:29 STEVE SMITH: 

 We won the lottery with the Cortes.  Alex is a supreme 

flyer.   

00:00:35 MARK GINDICK: 

 He pulls a triple like its nothing. 

00:00:38 ALEX CORTES: 

 Do I do four? No, I don’t do it.  But I can.   

 

 



Circus 2 

00:00:44 GLEN HEROY: 

When Alex throws the triple, he tucks his arms and legs 

into his body, to get three spins in before he has to open 

up and reach out for Robinson. He does this in order to 

rotate faster. This is the conservation of Angular 

Momentum.  

00:01:03 Angular momentum is like momentum, but moving around 

a circle. So Alex’s angular momentum is his mass times 

velocity times the distance from the center of the circle.  In 

Alex’s case, his center of mass. 

00:01:19 Ice skaters bring their arms close to their body when they 

want to spin faster. As they bring their arms in, the 

distance from the center is smaller, so in order for the 

angular momentum to be conserved, their speed has to 

increase. This is also the case with Anna. When Anna does 

her double layout flip, her body is longer. But when her 

arms and legs are tucked in, she doesn’t have to spin 

herself as fast to make two rotations, so she can do more 

rotations in the same amount of time.   

00:01:50 SERGIO NGUYEN: 

 They used to compare circus performers to Olympic 

athletes.   



Circus 3 

00:01:54 ALEX CORTES: 

 What I do is very difficult and it’s very hard on the body.  If 

I’m lucky I have a good ten years ahead of me.  If I’m lucky.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


